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1. Background Note on Kerala Seaplane Project
1.1.

Introduction to Kerala Seaplane Project

The tourism industry in Kerala branded as “Gods Own Country” has evolved by
introducing innovative products and campaigns. It is imperative that in order to
add impetus to the growth of the industry, there must be effective and efficient
feeder airlines to link the airports of Kerala with its far-flung tourist destinations.
Beaches and backwaters are two of the major tourist attractions of the State.
Seaplanes can help in harnessing these resources by adding greater value to these
resources. Maldives has proved it.
Seaplanes can help in linking the tourist destinations without expensive runways.
They are also considered environmental friendly. As several of the tourist
destinations are located close to water bodies, these can be used as the landing
ground for seaplanes. Seaplane operations can also be turned in to a tourist
attraction by offering an opportunity to take an aerial view of the magnificent
panoramic view of God’s Own Country.
It is against this backdrop, Government of Kerala came up with the project of
introducing seaplanes in the state by announcing the Kerala Seaplane Project.
M/s. Kerala Tourism Infrastructure Ltd. a PSU, under Department of Tourism was
appointed as the nodal agency for the project by Government. M/s Pawan Hans
Helicopters Limited (PHHL), a Government of India undertaking has prepared the
Detailed Project Report (DPR) for the project, and was submitted to the various
Ministries / agencies for their clearances. The Infrastructure works were executed
through M/s. KITCO.
The various approvals/ clearances were requested from various agencies at the
state and National level is enlisted as Annexure.
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Government of Kerala proposes to provide the service initially in a priority circuit
consisting of the three airports of Trivandrum, Cochin & Calicut and four other
prime tourism destinations viz. Ashtamudi, Punnamada, Bolgatty and Bekal in the
state. Accordingly, out of the 25 locations considered for conducting the
feasibility studies, infrastructure was developed in Ashtamudi and Punnamada.
The project was inaugurated at Kollam Waterdrome on 02.06.2013.

1.2.

Objectives and Operational Aspects

The project seeks to introduce Seaplanes for the first time in mainland India.
Seaplane operations are preferred in geographies with large waterbodies over
conventional aircrafts for the simplicity of operations and due to less capital
intensive infrastructure. They operate as per Visual Flight Rules (VFR), without
much instrumental support like the Instrumental Landing System (ILS) used in
conventional airports.
The objectives of the Kerala Seaplane Project are:
1. To provide last mile connectivity by Air to the tourism destinations of Kerala
2. To aid rescue missions in case of emergencies.
3. To provide the visitors to the state with an opportunity to travel and enjoy
the panoramic landscapes of God’s own country
4. To provide an opportunity for speedy travel by Air for Tourists and other
travelers between the three Airports of Kerala at feasible rates and
convenient timings

The Government of Kerala has announced that an “Open Sky Policy” would be
followed, wherein any operator having the required approvals from the State and
the Central Government agencies shall be allowed to operate.
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The regular airports of Trivandrum, Cochin and Calicut will be the base stations
for the seaplanes to launch their flights to the waterdromes and maintenance,
refueling, parking etc. are allowed only in regular airports. Initially the
waterdromes at Ashtamudi, Punnamada, Bolgatty and Bekal will be used for pick
up and drop of passengers with quick turnaround times. Like aerodromes,
waterdromes are typically marked waterbodies properly demarcated using
marking buoys to provide safe landing and takeoff. The State Government will be
manning the waterdromes in the above locations.

1.21.

Waterdrome

Although very small core areas is required for the actual landing and take off
of seaplane, an area of 250 m by 1250 m, which includes a buffer area for
ensuring the factor of safety is marked using marking buoys, which will serve as
the waterdrome. The minimum infrastructure required will be in the form of
floating jetties, house boats and other motor boats without practically erecting
any permanent or temporary structures in the water bodies.
1.22.

Floating Jetty

The passenger embarkation/disembarkation at the waterdromes will be on a
floating platform of size 5mX10m and a houseboat berthed alongside will act as
the passenger terminal for screening the baggage and frisking of passengers.

1.23.

Access Pontoon

In order to facilitate easy embarking / disembarking a low lying floating access
pontoon is also provided alongside the floating jetty.
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1.24.

Terminal Building Infrastructure in a Regular House Boat

Infrastructure facilities like Passenger Lounge, frisking areas with X-ray machines, other
facilities etc. are housed in a house boat.

1.25.

Security Aspects

The waterdromes are secured as per BCAS norms by a special Waterdrome
Security Group (WSG) which is formed under the State Police, so as to facilitate
operations from the above waterdromes to the secured airports, as required by
existing rules. The personnel manning the X-Ray Scanning machines & frisking
operations shall be trained and certified as per the norms stipulated by BCAS. The
SISF under State Police will be responsible for overall perimeter security.
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1.3.
3.1.

Locations
KOLLAM – ASHTAMUDI LAKE

The waterdrome is located in

Ashtamudi Lake (off the ESI Hospital

Ashramamcoast and Kollam Terminal).
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Depth Study
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3.2.

ALAPPUZHA – PUNNAMADA LAKE

The current location of waterdrome is near the SAI (Sports Authority of India)
Center in Alappuzha.

Depth Study:
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3.2 Alternate Site At Alappuzha – Vattakkayal
As an alternate site for the Waterdrome, the Vattakayallake in Alappuzha has
been identified:

The Vattakayal area has been found suitable for seaplane operations owing to the
fact that it does not have any established fishing activity and is not located in the
main stretch of the Vembanad Main Lake
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2. Initiatives made by Government to Alleviate
Apprehensions of Fishermen
In connection with the inauguration of the project apprehensions were raised by
inland fishermen about the likely impact of seaplane operation on the inland fish
production and their livelihood fishing activities. In order to alleviate the
apprehensions raised by the fishermen a number of initiatives were taken by the
Government which are given below:
a. Conduct of meetings with Representatives of Recognized Fishermen Unions :
Two meetings were conducted in this regard:
1. Meeting held on 22.05.2013 in the presence of Hon. Minister for Fisheries
and Hon. Minister for Tourism.
2. Meeting held on 23.07.2013 in the presence of Hon. Minister for Fisheries
and Hon. Minister for Tourism.
b. Expert Committee:
Based on the decision taken in the meeting held on 23.07.2013 an expert
committee was constituted as requested by Fishermen Unions vide G. O. (RT) No.
6728/2013/TSM, dated 17.08.2013 with the following members:
Sl. No

Name

Designation

01

Sri. Suman Billa, IAS, Secretary (Tourism)

Chairman

02

Dr. B. Madhusoodana Kurup, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor,
KUFOS

Member

03

Dr. K. G. Padmakumar, Former Associate Director of
Research , RARS, Kumarakom

Member

04

Dr. Madhu, K., Principal Scientist, CMFRI

Member

05

Dr. K. S. Purushan, Former Dean, KUFOS

Member

06

Sri. Anil Kumar S; Managing Director, KTIL

Convener
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3. Terms of Reference of the Expert Committee
I.

To study any probable impact of Seaplane Operations on inland fisheries.

II.

To suggest remedial measures, if required.

The committee made 5 sittings and two site visits:
All the members except Dr. K. S. Purushan attended the sittings. Dr. K. S. Purushan
has telephonically expressed his unwillingness to be a member of the expert
committee.
The committee compiled all the information available in respect of operation of
sea planes not only at the national context but also at the international levels
and examined the literature collected from different parts of the world
especially with reference to the impact of sea plane operation on various
environmental parameters and fisheries resources.
The committee also discussed all the available information in its sittings and also
analyzed its likely impacts on the ecosystem, fisheries, livelihood security and
employment security of the fishermen who are involved in the fishery and
ancillary activities.
The committee also conducted site visits at various locations where the
waterdromes have already been established and the new sites where the
waterdromes are planning to be established as part of the sea plane project
launching.
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4. Observations
The committee after examining the Detailed Project Report prepared by M/s.
Pawan Hans Helicopters Ltd (PHHL), primary and secondary data collected in
connection with the seaplane launching and its operation in different parts of the
world including Andaman Nicobar, conducted in depth discussions and analysis,
the following observations were made:
• Seaplanes are amphibian fixed wing Aircrafts of relatively smaller capacity.
• They are best suited for topographies having calm water bodies like lakes,
backwaters, reservoirs etc.
• They are already in use in Andaman & Nicobar Islands and also extensively
used in Maldives and many developed countries across the globe.
• The project is structured with minimum impact on environment, aquatic
ecosystem and minimal adverse social impact for Kerala.
• Avery small core area of not more than 2 ha ( 750 m x 25 m)with sufficient
depth is only required for facilitating landing and takeoff of the seaplane,
while the area of 250 m X 1250 m, set apart is only the buffer area for
ensuring the safety, as designated area marked out by using marking
buoys.
• The ecosystem functioning and services of the above buffer zone is fully
available and maintained for the fish production in the lake and therefore
fisheries is not at all affected due to the demarcation of buffer zone for the
sea plane project.
• Flight operations will only be during day time as per Visual Flight Rules
• Houseboats are modified as terminals and hence no other new fixed
infrastructures are constructed.
• In order to ensure stringent environmental protection in the water body,
the maintenance & refueling of Seaplanes will be allowed only Airports and
No Food and Eateries will be allowed on board and seaplanes do not have
toilets so that direct discharge of sewage into water is totally avoided.
• The waves created due to operation of seaplane are so mild when
compared to that of an outboard engine mounted speed boat since the
14

propeller of sea plane is functioning above water level, the water is not
prone to either turbulence or contamination due to the gas emission or due
to propeller movement, unlike in the case of speedboats.
• Seaplanes are widely used for surveillance purpose in various national parks
and wild life sanctuaries across the world, owing to their environmental
friendliness.
• Once the aircraft lifts off the water, and until such time as it alights back on
the water, the environmental effect is least and same as any other aircraft,
which uses ATF

Noise/dba (Example)
Military jet

120+

Jet ski

110 e.g. watersports on lake

Chainsaw

100-104 e.g. tree felling/forestry/ logging

Grass Cutting

88-100 Golf courses

Tractors

95 e.g. general operations

All terrain vehicles

85

Speedboat

65-95 e.g. watersports on lake

Seaplane

75 on take-off only @ 300m (20 sec)

Inside car

30 mph 68-73

Normal
conversation

65

• Seaplanes do not discharge sewage or oily bilge water and the aircraft are
not treated with toxic anti-fouling paints unlike the boats plying in the
backwaters.
• Seaplanes use ATF having least pollution among fuels and exhaust is not
emitted into water, with practically no impact on water quality.
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• The engines are not cooled through heat exchangers as in marine engines –
hence no such impact on flora and fauna
• Excess fuel after engine shut-down is collected in the accumulator and
emptied on a regular basis in only the regular airports to prevent any water
pollution.
• Only for a short duration of time during takeoff, seaplanes produce a level
of noise comparable to that of speedboat engines and during landing; they
practically glide down without any noise.
• Flight operations are conducted only in day light hours, which preclude
possible noise levels of the annoying nature at night.
• Noise level of the seaplane takeoff is well below other pleasure or leisure
water craft such as speedboats and Jet Skis.
• The committee is of the view that the resentment of the local fishermen is
not against seaplane project per-se, but is due to their apprehension that
increased tourism activities along with urbanization may cause resource
depletion which will further upset their livelihood security through fishing
operations.
• The committee is of the view that although tourism has led to a general
resurgence to the local economy with improved employment and livelihood
opportunities to many, the benefits extended to fishing community is
relatively low. The committee observed that it is imperative to support
fishermen through targeted programs to enhance their livelihood with
support programs under responsible tourism, with a view to improve the
economic benefit of the local inland fishing community.
• The apprehension that waterdrome demarcated for seaplane operation will
reduce the fishable area any significantly is primafacie unfounded. However
the committee feels that, taking in to consideration the resource depletion
in the inland water bodies due to various anthropogenic interventions, well
planned remedial measures for stock enhancement be introduced on a
priority basis, thus increasing the fish yield, wherever the waterdromes are
located in the backwaters.
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• The committee suggests to initiate all possible steps and action programs to
involve the local fishers in responsible tourism initiative.
• The committee found that the waterdrome area proposed in Punnamada is
an active fishing area which may cause interruptions to fishing operations
and therefore suggested to relocate the waterdrome to an alternate
location which is not an important fishing ground and hence would not
cause any sort of inconvenience to the fisher folk. This new location is also
endowed with all the essential requirements to serve as an waterdrome
with water depth, required length and width as per specifications, security
requirements etc. The region in Vattakayal is also suitable for providing
necessary waterdrome amenities.
• The committee is of the opinion that the Waterdrome for sea planes shall
not be established in locations in close vicinity of important bird sanctuary
areas like the one in Kumarakom.
• As the Government is committed to protecting the iconic biodiversity
endowments of the wetland viz., the Konchu, Kakka, Karimeen, Kandal, and
the unique farming methods shall also take efforts to protect our heritage,
cultural and agricultural.
• The committee recognized the importance and the role of inland fishers,
being the major stakeholder community in the protection and maintenance
of a healthy aquatic ecosystem.
• It is also observed that definite action programs may be implemented by the
Government to improve the living standards of livelihood fishers, in due
course. However, to start with, very positive and determined action
programs have been suggested to support the local fisher people to
increase the yield under the aegis of department of tourism.
• The state fish of God’s Own Country, i.e. Karimeen being the most lucrative
one in the backwater system, both in Vembanad or Ashtamudi, contributing
to a significant component to the total fisheries, focused action programs
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shall be undertaken to enhance its production and productivity in the
natural waters through Open Water Cage Farming.
Standardized technologies for captive breeding and open water cage
farming of Karimeen shall be popularized among fishers and fishers
organized to form self help Groups and clusters.
Open water cage farming for other brackish water varieties like Kalanchi,
Pangasius, Thirutha, Poomeen, Cobia, Carangids, Sillago, etc., may also be
explored which will enhance the economics of inland fishermen.
As part of stock enhancement programme, fattening cages may also be
introduced where in the small fingerlings getting trapped during livelihood
fishing activities can be saved and further grown to size in open cages as an
alternate livelihood activity.
Another very effective stock enhancement programme is the open water
ranching which can be effectively done for suitable brackish water varieties
of fin fish & shell fish like giant prawns, penaeid prawns, freshwater fishes
such as golden catfish , tooli and brackish water fishes, scientifically in
suitable locations.
Another possible avenue for furthering Responsible tourism initiatives for
the benefit of fishermen is to promote the locations of unique and
adventurous inland fishing practices such as scare line fishing, angling, bow
and arrow fishing, snorkeling etc. to the extent possible with the
involvement of fishermen.
The implementing agency for seaplane shall see that any remedial action
plan shall be directly implemented by them with the participation of the
local fishermen community and under professional guidance of experts
experienced in Open Water Cage Farming in backwater system.
The agency which operated the waterdrome shall have a direct rapport with
the local fishermen community, to ensure smooth operations of seaplanes
with the active support of local community. Expertise from KUFOS, CMFRI,
RARS, etc. can be utilized for imparting technical advice and supervision of
remedial measures in respect of all related initiatives including fish stock
enhancement.
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• It is also suggested to explore the possibility to develop action programs for
ecosystem surveillance, pollution abatement and sustainable practices to
enhance the fisheries wealth through other options like protecting natural
fish breeding grounds and sanctuaries at appropriate locations by the
fisheries department, in due course, with the involvement and participation
of all the stakeholders including the local fishermen.
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5. Site Appraisals
Kollam:
The site at Kollam is located near ESI Hospital, Ashramam and Kollam Terminal of
Inland Water Authority of India (IWAI). It is generally felt that the area is suitable
for seaplane operations and no major fishing activity is noted in this area.
Alappuzha:
The waterdrome at Punnamada is located off the SAI Centre. Although the place is
technically ideal for seaplane operations fishing activity happens in the adjoining
area along with lot of house boats plying in the area.
The committee also visited surrounding locations in the waterbody like
Vattakayal. The committee felt that Vattakayal does not have any major regular
fishing activity and is not located in the main stretch of the Vembanad Lake. The
committee is of the view that the waterdrome located at Punnamada need to be
relocated to Vattakayal, near Kainakari since the former location happens to be
close to the fishing ground for the inland fishers especially clam fishers.
The alternate location i.e., Vattkayal is surrounded by paddy fields all
around and is relatively deep and is not a major fishing area.
The apprehensions raised by the fishermen are with regard to the fear that
the rapid expansion of such tourism related products like house boats may cause
detrimental effects to their livelihood fishing and corresponding decrease in yield
due to the pollution.

Even though Seaplanes are environmentally friendly, every effort needs to
be taken to improve the inland fish wealth of the backwaters to improve the
livelihood security of the fishers. Launching various projects targeting the
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improvement of fish production and productivity would be useful in alleviating
their negative approach to the sea plane project.
Once such confidence building measures are put in place then the
fishermen community who are basically progressive in their attitude who are
always supporting innovative projects in Kerala, will certainly extend their
support for such a novel venture.
The committee is of the considered view that Government may draw up
plans to implement fisheries stock restoration programs in a systematic way. The
agency which is instrumental in manning the waterdromes shall be vested with
the task of implementation of the recommendations of the committee. The
project proponent or their authorized agencies shall maintain very good rapport
with the local fishers and all activities will be implemented by taking them in to
confidence. For this, interface meetings may be regularly organized with the
fishermen / their societies and stake holder participation shall be ensured while
implementing all fishery enhancement projects in the water bodies demarcated
for the installation of waterdromes.
The committee appreciated the earnest efforts made by the Tourism
Department to arrange for a test flight for conducting in situ observations on the
impact by the committee, however, the same could not take place for want of
Seaplane, which is identical with the same which is planned to launch in Kerala.
It is against this backdrop the committee inspected the project site in
Andamans from where various water and soil quality parameters and biodiversity
and other biological parameters were studied during the pre and post operation of
sea plane. The results and findings are given in this report.
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6. Report on Test Flight Observations-Andamans

Background for Study:
The three apprehensions raised by some fisher groups due to operation of sea
plane were:
1. Possibility of a reduction of fishable area and fishing opportunities to
fishers with the setting up of Waterdrome in the lake.
2. Bring about changes in the hydrobiology of the water bodies which
affects fishery based livelihood of ecosystem people.
3. Reduce fish production due to the excessive turbulence effects caused by
sea plane operation.

The committee was desirous in conducting
in-situ observations to collect
primary data from the location of seaplane operation for making an assessment
on the changes taking place in the ecosystem, if any due to operation of sea
plane, thus clearing the doubts raised by the fishers and fishermen unions.
Taking cognizance of the above points, the expert committee conducted a
detailed study in the waterdrome located in Havelock Island, Andamans where
sea planes had been operating for the past so many years and the results are
given below:
The expert committee together with the scientists of Marine Biological Research
station, Pondicherry University, Andamans visited the waterdrome and
conducted the detailed investigation. The various observations were carried out
following standard methods.
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The Physico chemical and biological parameters of both water and soil were
observed both before and after the landing of seaplane at the designated
permanently marked waterdrome for the sea planes. The pre-landing samples
were drawn half an hour prior to the actual landing while the post landing
sampling were carried out 10 minutes immediately after the flight landing.
Physico-chemical parameters viz. surface water temperature, Turbidity (using
Secchi disc), pH, Salinity, DO, BOD, NO3, NO2, SiO3,PO4- were measured following
standard methods. Percentage incidence cover of benthic organisms and
migratory fauna and fauna were also enumerated. All the moving fauna were
recorded while swimming over the transects were also quantified and identified.
The extent of turbulences caused during and takeoff of the seaplane were
measured as wave heights on the tidal staffs fixed at specific (100 m) distance
from the water runway. The turbulence was less than two inches at the
observation point which is highly insignificant. There was no significant difference
in temperature, salinity, pH and water transparency, at the Waterdrome area
consequent to the sea plane landing. No perceptible changes were visible on the
biological communities in the Waterdrome area vs. other zones as manifested
from the high density of benthic and migratory aquatic fauna, and communities.
No significant variation in nutrient concentrations was also seen in the stations
selected for the study.
A very small core area ( 750 m x 25 m) is only required for the actual landing and
takeoff of seaplane, which is less than 2 hectares, which shows that the water
area which is unavailable for fishing is so negligible especially when the extent
of the total water body is considered.
The results of the in-situ observation showed that the impact of sea plane
operations on hydrochemistry or hydrobiology of the water body is highly
insignificant and the findings do not in any way support the argument that sea
plane operations will affect the sustenance of fisheries resources or biological
communities of the area of operation. The extent of turbulence created through
23

operation of sea planes is also negligible, which is less than two inches and this
in comparison with similar impact created by a speed boat or water transport
boat cruising in these backwaters, is also very insignificant . The results of the
study clearly show that there is no room in having the apprehension that
seaplane operations may adversely affect the fishing operations and fish
production. Based on the results of the study, the committee is of the considered
opinion that there is no adverse effect on ecosystem and fisheries in the
backwater system due to the operation of sea plane.
The committee observed that only a very small core area is required for the actual
landing and takeoff of seaplane, and the designated area indicated largely is the
buffer area for ensuring safety of the waterdrome. The ecosystem services are in
no way affected by the functioning of the waterdrome and also the fish
productivity of the water body is not hampered or threatened.
Nevertheless, the committee feels that there is an imperative need to launch
some of the fish wealth augmentation programs in these water bodies in order to
improve the livelihood security and employment opportunities of the inland
fishing community.
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7. Findings of the Committee
The important findings of the Committee with respect to any probable impact of
Seaplane operations on the ecosystem Inland fisheries of Kerala are as follows:
1. Seaplane operations will not cause any pollution or adverse impact on the
aquatic ecosystems of the waterbodies and is environmentally benign.
2. The apprehension that waterdrome for seaplane operations will reduce the
fishing area any significantly is prima facie unfounded.
3. The fishermen community are not against the seaplane project as such –
but their apprehension is that the haphazard growth of tourism activities
such as introduction house boats and its unregulated proliferation and in
the event of a similar , will affect their livelihood fishing prospects.
4. The depletion of the fish wealth in Inland waterbodies is a reality and this is
largely due to various anthropogenic interventions and the situation calls for
a concerted attempt to enhance the fish wealth by the strong intervention
of the Government.
5. In order to ensure livelihood security of the inland fishers, fishers shall be
supported to take up new technology driven enterprises such as open cage
farming, lake ranching, etc. for production and farming of commercially
important fin and shell fish. Results of some such similar projects initiated
earlier in Vemaband Lake by RARS were most encouraging.
6. Once such confidence building measures are in place, then the fishermen
community who are basically progressive in attitude will certainly support
novel ventures like Seaplane, which are beneficial to the community at
large.
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8. Recommendations
1. Taking cognizance of the type of seaplane operation planned in the inland
water bodies of Kerala, the committee is of the opinion that
(i)
the system of operation suggested in the project is well planned.
The maintenance plan and refueling method envisaged is also sound
(ii)
the core area needed for the actual take off and landing is
insignificantly small compared to the vastness of the water bodies
(iii) the wave turbulence experienced during landing and take off is too
low and is apparently lesser than that formed by a normal speed
boat as the seaplane is virtually a gliding system during its landings
with no bilge water
(iv) no sewage is discharged from the seaplane in to the waterbody
during its operation and absolutely there is no pollution problems
and there is practically no significant physico-chemical and biological
effects on the and water quality and biota in the lake due to the type
of sea plane operations planned,
The Committee is of the opinion

that the launching of the seaplane

proposed in the project will not cause any impact on the ecosystem and
fisheries in the inland water bodies of Kerala and therefore the
introduction of its operation in Vembanad and Astamudi lake is
recommended.

2. The committee is of the opinion that the resentment by some fisher
organizations or the ecosystem people is not against the sea plane project
per se but to the drastic deterioration of the environmental quality and
depletion of fish wealth and biodiversity of the inland water bodies of
Kerala due to myriad of anthropogenic interventions such as pollution from
different sources, shrinkage in expanse of the water bodies, habitat
destruction and rapid urbanization etc. due to which the livelihood and
employment security of the fishers get affected.
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3. The committee recommends that Government of Kerala may take very firm
steps to put a check to the water pollution in the backwaters of Kerala due
to the pollution from different sources due to various anthropogenic
interventions owing to rapid urbanization.
4. The committee finds that the waterdrome area proposed in Punnamada is
an active fishing area and being close to the boat race tract might also cause
interruptions to fishing operations and to sea plane operations.
5. Against this backdrop, the committee examined other suitable locations
and found that

Vattakayal, near Kainakari, Alappuzha, a water body

which is almost cut off from the main Vembanad lake is a more suitable
location since it is not serving as a major fishing ground . The committee
also found that the new location for the proposed waterdrome is endowed
with all the desirable factors for a waterdrome such as adequate depth,
width and run way length besides qualifying all provisions as per DGCA
specifications. Hence the committee recommends that the waterdrome at
Punnamada shall be shifted to Vattakaayal.
6. It is recommended that the project proponent of sea plane or their
authorized agencies shall maintain very good rapport with the local fishers
and all activities related with the use of backwater shall be implemented
by taking them in to confidence. The committee strongly recommend that a
well designed and targeted program for livelihood enhancement of the
local fishers be initiated as part of the sea plane project such as a)
enhancement of the fish stocks through scientific fish ranching programs in
27

such water bodies and b) to promote setting up of few cluster based open
water cage farming with the participation of stake holders.
7. Open Water Cage Farming shall be supported, promoted and developed as
a cluster women group activity without any conflict of interest by the local
fishermen in all locations on launching of the seaplane project. This will
ensure in improving the livelihood security of the fishers in regions chosen
for the Waterdrome. And also will serve as a confidence building livelihood
support program. The tourism department shall take all efforts to make the
sea plane project as a responsible tourism initiative in the backwaters by
protecting the livelihood security of the ecosystem people also. Expertise
and experience gained from the already standardised cage farming models
/ open water ranching ventures in the backwaters of Kerala shall be availed
to oversee the implementation of this project.
8. The Open Water Cage Farming can be done by using the endemic fish
species such as Pearlspot (Etroplussuratensis) Karimeen, the State Fish of
Kerala, a high valued fish which is most esteemed delicacy among the
tourists visiting Kerala. Availability of seed needs to be ensured before
venturing in to the open water cage farming. Cage farming/fattening of
other suitable brackish and fresh water species like “Kalanchi”,Chembally,
Grey Mullet (Thirutha), Sea Bass ,Cobia, etc. are also recommended based
on the availability of fingerlings. The fry and fingerlings caught while
fishing should be rescued and used for fattening in cages till they attain
the marketable size which was proved as a profitable aquaculture activity
in the lake .
9. Duly recognizing the importance of open water ranching
using the
hatchery reared seed of Penaeid prawns, giant prawn, freshwater and
brackish water fishes as an effective method for the rehabilitation of fish
wealth in the inland water bodies, the committee strongly recommends
that the project proponent shall make all initiatives for undertaking
extensive ranching programs in the backwaters where the sea plane
28

projects are going to be launched with the hatchery reared seed of
commercially important fin and shell fishes. The ranching can be done. It is
also recommended that the ranching shall be done using advanced sized
fingerlings / post larvae scientifically through the Dept. of Fisheries , Govt.
of Kerala or their apex bodies utilizing the expertise of scientisits from
Universities/scientific institutions

10.The self help women participating in cluster based open cage farming
programs shall also be trained not only for cage fish farming but also in
seed and feed production. Capacity building of these groups shall also be
done in post harvest handling, marketing ,value addition etc
11.The committees observe that such open water farming sites operated by
local fisher groups will also become centres of attraction to tourists, and
the project proponent can provide necessary logistic support for regular
visits to these locations by the tourists.

12.The committee observed that
there is rampant operation of
illegal/banned/unauthorized fishing practices in the backwaters especially in
Vembanad and Ashtamudi which are contributing to the depletion of fish
and prawn stock in these water bodies and therefore it is strongly
recommended that every effort shall be taken by the Department of
Fisheries to remove/prevent the unethical, unscientific and banned fishing
activities in these water bodies for improving the sustainability of the
resources.
13..The committee observes that the backwaters of Kerala need to be
conserved from its alarming rate of shrinkage both horizontally and
vertically. One method of its conservation is the eco friendly utilization with
out affecting its ecosystem goods and services. In this regard the launching
of sea plane needs to be viewed positively which will be useful in a way to
curb the alarming state of shrinkage of backwaters in Kerala both vertically
and horizontally. The committee recommends that Government may look
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into such ways of better utilization of the waterbodies in an environmentally
benign way, which is beneficial to the stake holder communities who
depend on it for their livelihood. The committee also recommends that the
locality of the seaplane waterdrome shall be protected from reclamation,
encroachment and other non-fishing operations by enactment of proper
legislation.
14.The committee recommends that the Government of Kerala may take very
stern steps to prevent water pollution and to make the backwaters of Kerala
a zero waste zone.

15.The committee found that the Vembanad and Ashtamudi lakes provide as
the fishing grounds of very unique and curious fishing practices viz., bows
and arrow fishing, scare line fishing, angling, snorkeling, etc. The
committee is of the view that tourists will be much fascinated by witnessing
these curious ethnic and endemic fishing operations done by the skilled and
uniquely experienced fishers and therefore it is recommended that these
fishing grounds shall also be brought under the list of tourist attractions
which can definitely fetch additional income and source of livelihood
through tourism promotion.
16.The above recommendations are based on the study conducted by the
expert committee in respect of two locations one each in Vembanad and
Ashtamudie for assessing their suitability for launching sea plane .The
committee recommends that the suitability of other proposed locations for
the launching of sea planes shall also be evaluated by an expert committee
by conducting similar studies and Clarence shall only be given on a case to
case base basis.
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9. Conclusion
Any project be it in tourism or otherwise will be successful only as per the synergy
it establishes with the local community. Kerala Seaplane Service could be fostered
as an ideal platform to have it established by the Tourism Department with the
active association of the fisher communities in the inland backwaters of Kerala.
Kerala Tourism is dependent on our backwaters for the promotion of various
products and the fishermen community also gains by way of higher demand and
value for their catch. Although seaplane operations is an environmental friendly
water use and can cause no environmental harm to the water ecosystem, its flora
or fauna, in order to draw

full confidence and cooperation of the local

communities, tourism department shall also foster focused support programs to
enhance

the livelihood opportunities and income

of fishers.

For this the

department shall take initiatives to increase their income by offering avenues
which are also of benefit to the Tourism Industry as part of responsible tourism
promotion. The committee is unanimous in suggesting that the best suited
intervention shall be to promote and popularize Open Water Cage Farming
established and operated by fisher groups on scientific lines with full support of
the Tourism department. This will aid to establish synergy with the local fishing
community and this shall be fostered through such productive RT initiatives. Let
this CSR initiative under the aegis of Kerala Seaplane Service open the doors for a
mutually beneficial and productive resource use system that will aid to build
confidence of the local communities and also ensure sustainable development of
Kerala Tourism to the benefit of our state.
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